China made the announcement to create the Xiongan New Area in Hebei in April 1, 2017. Thus a new megacity about 110km southwest of Beijing will emerge. Xiongan New Area is of great practical significance and historical significance for transferring Beijing's non-capital function. Simulating the urban dynamics in Xiongan New Area can help planners to decide where to build the new urban and further manage the future urban growth. However, only a little researches focus on the future urban development in Xiongan New Area. In addition, previous models are unable to simulate the urban dynamics in Xiongan New Area. Because there are no original high density urban for these models to learn the transition rules. In this study, we proposed a C-FLUS model to solve such problems. This framework was implemented by coupling a fuzzy C-mean algorithm and a modified Cellular automata (CA). An elaborately designed random planted seeds mechanism based on local maximums is addressed in the CA model to better simulate the occurrence of the new urban. Through an analysis of the current driving forces, the C-FLUS can detect the potential start zone and simulate the urban development under different scenarios in Xiongan New Area. Our study shows that the new urban is most likely to occur in northwest of Xiongxian, and it will rapidly extend to Rongcheng and Anxin until almost cover the northern part of Xiongan New Area.
Introduction
or transition potential by using intelligence algorithm. These empirical transition potential models include logistic-regression (Chen et al., 2013) , support vector machine (Ke et al., 2017) , random forest (Kamusoko and Gamba, 2015b) , artificial neural network (Li and Yeh, 2001 ) and etc. These kind of CA models can help researches obtain robust explanations of land-use pattern (Sohl et al., 2007) and are easy to be used (Verburg et al., 2004) .
Although widely used in urban dynamics simulation, previous CA model based on transition potential models can only simulate the urban change in the region that have already developed for a period of history, because future urbanization process of these regions will most probability to develop around the developed high-density urban land or large urban clusters (Fragkias and Seto, 2009) . And these CA models rely on enough historic land use data of study region to learn the urban transition potential or the probability-of-occurrence (Li et al., 2017) . However, present Xiongan New Area is constructed by three developing counties with only 32 square km low-density urban land in 2013, and there are no predominant urban cluster in this region (Jiang et al., 2017) . Thus previous research framework that learns transition rules by mining the relationship between low-dense urban pattern and various driving factors with empirical supervisor method is not suitable for Xiongan New Area.
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to propose an approach for simulating urban growth in Xiongan New Area without training transition rules from historic land use.
Through the analysis of the various driving factor with a fuzzy C-mean (FCM) clustering algorithm, this method can identify the most potential hot-pot area and obtain urban transition potential without taking present low-dense urban land into account.
Based on the urban transition potential, a modified version of CA-based FLUS (Future Land Use Simulation) model based on fuzzy C-mean clustering algorithm (C-FLUS) is employed to project the future urban development in study region. In the remainder of this paper, we describe our method, followed by our results and discussions.
Methods

The fuzzy C-mean algorithm
Fuzzy C-mean algorithm is one of the best known soft clustering algorithm (Rahimi et al., 2004) . Different from the most commonly used K-mean method or ISODATA clustering that directly assign specified category for each sample, the fuzzy
C-mean allows intermediate values between different classifications, it simultaneously
gives the memberships of different categories for the same sample. The FCM algorithm can be expressed as the minimization of the following objective function J :
Where is one of the data points that with several dimensions or features;
denotes the centroid of class j; is a membership function that represents the degree of membership of in the cluster , such that ∑ = 1
=1
; is any real number greater than 1 which is an additional weighed exponent for the fuzzy membership. The operator || • || can be any type of inner product norm, typically the Euclidean norm is used (Li et al., 2003) .
The membership function defines the fuzziness of an image and also to define the information contained in the image (Selvakumar et al., 2012) , which can be given by:
Where 1 ≤ ≤ C, 1 ≤ ≤ N. C is the number of categories and N is the amount of all the cluster samples.
The update of centers based on the following function:
The function J is minimized by using the following equation for updating the membership degrees and the clustering centers iteratively until:
Where denotes the termination value or constant between 0 and 1, k is the number of iteration steps. The fuzzy C-mean algorithm products the membership of urban land based on various driving factors, which is regarded as the transition potential of future urban area in this study.
The C-FLUS model
Based on the transition potential achieved by FCM, the FLUS model is modified and implemented in the spatial simulation process. The FLUS model adopted in this study was designed by Liu et al. (2017) . It is a CA-based method that is able to simulate complex land use change at different scale (Li et al., 2017) . The original version of FLUS model is employed by training a neural network to achieve an urban probabilityof-occurrence surface, then an improved CA model is implemented in spatial simulation process. In this study, the C-FLUS model replaces the neural network with the FCM algorithm for learning the relationships from and the various driving factors that drive the urban growth without considering the historic land use data.
Spatial simulation module
In the CA simulation process, the C-FLUS model employ a self-adaptive inertia coefficient to modify the total probability of urban land and non-urban according to their future amounts designed by decision makers. This coefficient can be given by:
where k is a value of 2, which means that only two land uses (urban land and non-urban land) are taken into account in the simulation. denotes the inertia coefficient for land use type k at iteration time t. The −1 is the difference between land use demand and allocated area at time t-1. Since the inertia coefficient is only defined for the land use type occupying the grid cell, if the potential land use type k is not the same as the current land use type c, the inertia coefficient of land use k will be defined as 1 and have no effect on total probability of land use type k for this grid cell.
Then the combined probability of all land-use types at each specific grid cell can be estimated with the following formula:
where , is the combined probability of the grid cell i to covert from the original land use into the target one k at iteration time t (only non-urban can convert to urban land in this study); , denotes the transition potential of land use type k on grid cell i that was generated by FCM algorithm; → is a transition matrix that defines the possibility of conversion from the original land use type c to the target one k (1 denotes possible conversion and 0 denotes impossible conversion), and Ω , denotes the neighborhood effect (percentage) of land use type k on grid cell i at time t, the neighborhood development density for land use type k is defined as:
In this equation, ∑ ( −1 = ) × represents the total number of grid cells occupied by the land use type k at the last iteration time t -1 within the × window.
In the following, the urban land and non-urban compete with each other through a roulette constructed by the two combined probability in each cell. The roulette selection mechanism enables the C-FLUS model to better simulate the uncertainty and randomness in the urban growth process (Chen et al., 2013) .
Random planted seeds based on local maximums
To better simulate urban development in the region that has no predominant urban and is specified to develop into a megacity by national government, a random planted seeds mechanism based on local maximums of transition potential is proposed to identify the potential development points in the local areas (neighborhood) of Xiongan New Area. Therefore, a 3 × 3 slide window is employed to pick out some local maximums of the urban transition potential surfaces before simulation. The local maximums was picked up by using the following rules:
where Localmax ) less than a small unexpected threshold , the local maximum can also be planted in the geographic space. This condition allows the local maximums close to original urban land to develop into urban although the urban transition potential is low (lower than ), because the growing cities still need the support of original urban.
Then the random development seeds will be selected from these local maximums if the following conditions are fulfilled:
where depicts the max amount of the random planted seeds, which is firstly estimated before simulation. is the future urban amount specified by policy makers. denotes the current urban amount.
represents the average size of the new urban patches, which is a input parameter of this model. The amount of the new planted seeds will increase until it reaches the max amount of the random planted seeds. Then the previously mentioned N'×N' search window is employed at the potential pixels of development seeds. If there are on any urban pixels in the search window, the next condition continue executes and a new seeds is possible to be planted. This condition is used to prevent the random planted seeds from getting too close to each other. Finally, given that the local maximums can also be found in where urban transition potential is very low. We need to give priority to the local maximums with high urban transition potential. Thus the third condition is implemented--when the transition potential of a local maximum
) is greater than a random value r within (0, 1), a seed is planted on the cell. As a result of the random planted seeds, the transition potential is multiplied by a random value that replaces the neighborhood effect (Ω , would likely be 0 in this condition) in formula (6) and obtains a total probability that are greater than 0. Then, the formula (6) is converted to following form:
is a random value between [0,1] which allows new urban to occur in where the neighborhood effect is zero. Figure 1 depicts a flow chart of the C-FLUS model. 
Data processing
Together with these information, this research collected a series of driving factors that is closely related to the urban development and can reflect the present infrastructure construction in Xiongan New Area, including sites for development and the proximity to traffic network/hubs (e.g., highways, major roads, high speed railway stations and ports as well as proximity to governments) and socioeconomic factors such as proximity to vocational schools, villages and populated areas and etc. The traditional nature factors includes DEM, slope and natural scenic spots are considered in this study.
Another factor that cannot be neglect is that the proximity to Beijing, the attraction of Beijing will not doubt guide the direction of urban growth in Xiongan. Besides, the distance to big cities around Xiongan, for example, Tianjin, and Baoding, are also take into consideration in mining the transition potential for urban land. Table   1 . 
Model implementation and results
The applicability of the proposed C-FLUS model was first tested by discussing the -15 . The Euclidean distance is used to measure the distance between data points and cluster centers. In the simulation module, we used the 3×3 Moore neighborhood for the simulation based on the transition potential generated by different driving factors by using FCM algorithm. We compare the urban transition potential calculated by considering the planning high-speed railway systems with the transition potential without considering planning components in the following section.
Urban development potential analysis
Figure 3 depicts the urban development potential under the influences of planning high speed-railway and high speed railway stations (left) and the urban development potential without the influences of planning factors (right). A common feature of these two clustering results is that the highest development potential is emerge in the north areas of Xiongan New Area. It also reveals that the future urban land is least likely to appear in the southern region near the Baiyang Lake. However, at southwest corner near Baoding, the city closest to the Xiongan New Area, the urban development potential is relatively high but still much less than the northern development potential. In general, the urban development potential in Xiongan is lower in the south and higher in the north. The difference is that, under the influences of planning high-speed railway systems, the urban development potential under ther Planning Scenario stretches south to the region near the northern Baiyang Lake. They give more development chance for the central Xiongan New Area.
We divide the urban development potential into six level ( 
Urban growth simulation 4.2.1. Model parameterization
Based on the transition potential exported by Fuzzy C-mean algorithm, the C-FLUS model is employed to simulate the future urban development in Xiongan New
Area. The early stage development of the new urban area in Xiongan New Area is about 100 square km. It is expected that the Xiongan New Area will expand to 200 square km in the mid-term. Thus, the 100 and 200 square km is regarded as the future amounts of our simulation. However, the long-term planning control area of 2000 square km is too big for our start area (a total area of 1572.36 km 2 ). Therefore, the mid-long-term urban amount in this study is defined as twice the amount of mid-term urban area (400 square km), and the long-term urban amount is set to twice as much as the mid-long-term urban area (800 square km). Water area and forest land is regarded as the conversion constrain for protecting the future urban environment, which is not allowed to convert to urban area. The simulating parameters of the C-FLUS model is listed in Table 2 : 
Simulation results in the Xiongan New Area
We used the observed actual 2013 urban land-use map as the start map of the simulation. Together with the corresponding simulation parameters under the specified simulation periods and scenarios, the future urban development in Xiongan New Area is projected by using the proposed C-FLUS model. According to the simulation results in the early stage, the growing urban will firstly occur at the border of Xiongxian and Rongcheng. The new growth patches in the north will experience a rapid development and gather to form the predominant urban area.
The towns such as Daying, Zhugezhuang, Liangmatai and northern part of Pingwang may be the first towns to developed new urban. In the mid-term simulation period, the urban development under the Planning Scenario depicts a stronger southward extension than the urban growth in Baseline Scenario. The new cities start to connect with the old urban parcel in Xiongxian, and more small urban patches around the old urban parcels in Xiongxian and Rongcheng are emerged in Xiongxian under the Planning Scenario.
Instead, the urban development under the Baseline Scenario is characteristic by its extension to northeast corner of Xiongan New Area.
When the Xiongan New Area develops from mid-term period through to midlong-term period, the urban land of the two scenario shows a relatively similar pattern.
The small new urban patches emerge around Xiongxian and Rongcheng in the midterm period have begun to take shape or develop into the big urban parcels until the mid-long-term period, and new growth patches are also be developed. In addition, the predominant urban land continue to develop south and tend to merge with the old urban The long-term period simulation results show that when the urban amount reach 800km 2 , the whole northern Xiongan New Area will be covered by urban area under the two scenarios. The further southward extension of the urban land is suppressed by the Baiyang Lake and the attraction of Beijing and Tianjin from the north and the east.
Although Baoding is the nearest city to Xiongan New Area which located in south east of study region, its city attraction is too weak to guide the direction of urban growth in Xiongan New Area. In addition, the driving effect of the Xiongan railway station contributes to the connection between the northern predominant urban and the central old urban parcel in Anxin under the Planning Scenario. Instead, under the Baseline Scenario that without the influence of high-speed railway and high-speed railway stations , the old urban parcel in Anxin will remain isolated. However, the Baseline Scenario allows more disperse and small urban patches to be developed in long-term period. They will mainly distribute in southern Xiongan New Area around the Baiyang Lake.
The above results and analysis has shown that our proposed method can be employed to identify the potential development area in Xiongan New Area, and further predict the future urban form of Xiongan New Area. By considering current infrastructure and a little public planning information, the proposed method successfully project urban land use dynamics in Xingan New Area and obtains acceptable results in early stage, mid-term, mid-long-term and long-term simulation period. It also reveals that the planning high-speed railway and high-speed railway stations will speed up the connection between new urban land and old urban parcel in Xiongan New Area.
Analysis of candidate start zones
We compare our simulation results with three potential choices of start zones of Xiongan New Area proposed by Jiang et al. (2017) . Three candidate start zones (the west candidate, the central candidate and the east candidate) for establishing the startup new urban are analyzed in this research (Jiang et al., 2017) . Similar with the point of our study that the urban development potential in Xiongan is lower in the south and higher in the north (Figure 3, 4) , the three start zones are all located in the northern Xiongan New Area. The west candidate is located in the border of Rongcheng and Anxin, the central candidate is at the border of Xiongxian and Roncheng, and the east candidate is located in the northern part of Xiongxian.
In addition, Jiang et al. (2017) reported that the central candidate is the most recommended start zone for building new urban area in Xiongan New Area for its attention to overall development of the three counties and less demolition area. The second recommended start zone is the east candidate, which has the advantage of protecting high quality arable land. Our simulation results are in accordance with these conclusion. Figure 6 shows that, the simulation results of the C-FLUS model in the early stage is located in the region between the east candidate and the central candidate and cover a part of them respectively. Among the two scenarios, the Planning Scenario generates more urban land in the range of central candidate while the Baseline Scenario generates more urban land in the range of east candidate. The above analysis demonstrates that the simulation results of the proposed model is reasonable and available, which can provide more detailed and spatially explicit information for decision makers. 
Conclusion and discussion
In this study, we established a framework which is able to help national decision makers to discover the potential development area and predict probable urban pattern in Xiongan New Area. First, a soft unsupervised classification method (Fuzzy C-mean algorithm) was used to detect the urban development potential, in which various driving factors and planning policies are considered. In the next step, a C-FLUS model is proposed to simulate the future urban dynamics in Xiongan New Area by integrating a CA-based simulation model (FLUS) with a random planted seeds mechanism based on local maximums of urban development potential. Moreover, the results of C-FLUS model effectively revealed complex urban development process in several simulation periods. The proposed model are validated through comparing the simulation results with the potential start zones proposed by previous study.
We find that the northern Xiongan New Area have a higher urban development potential than the south. The strong attraction of Beijing from the north and the constraint of the Baiyang Lake are important reasons that result in such distribution of development potential in Xiongan New Area. As a result, the new, high-density urban land will most likely to emerge in the town between northern old urban parcel in Xiongxian, most likely in Liangmatai, Zhugezhuang and Daying. The new urban land will expand in every direction with a much faster development speed than the old urban parcels. The new urban land will firstly merge the old urban parcel in Xiongxian, in north-eastern Xiongan New Area in the early stage and the mid-term period. Then from mid-term period to mid-long term period, the new urban land will westward develop and connect with the north-western old urban parcel in Rongcheng. Finally, the new urban land will occupy almost the whole northern Xiongan New Area and link with the southern old urban parcel in Anxin.
Two development scenarios are generated in this study. Compare to the Baseline
Scenario that only considers current driving forces and infrastructure, the Planning Scenarios under the impact of planning high-speed railway and high-speed railway stations will promote the southward and westward development of new urban land in Xiongan New Area. It pays more attention to the North-central development of Xiongan New Area and contributes to the connection between new urban land and the old urban parcels. The planning high-speed railway systems will be more beneficial to meet the overall development of Xiongan New Area.
In general, this study explores a way to simulate urban growth in the place that almost have no high density urban and development basis. The main aim of this research was 1) to determine where to create the new urban, and 2) to predict how the future urban will evolve in Xiongan New Area based on the given planning information, current development basis and present infrastructure. It is expected that the proposed model can provide a better understanding of the urban dynamics and assist urban planners to explore future development alternatives for the area that mainly driven by the national policy. This method can not only employed in simulating the region that have any development basis, but also can be used to determine key zone for development for developed or developing cities. In our future study, the integration of the proposed method with more planning information will be conducted to satisfy the applications of urban studies in different scales in urban planning and city management.
